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CLIENT HIGHLIGHTS
Congratulations to Craig and

Noula who have passed both
the CGC and Public Assessment
Test. Craig’s advice:
“Consistency is key, and a hint
of frustration is inevitable. Use
your day-to-day activities like
grocery shopping, brewery
hopping, and eating out as
training opportunities. You will

get frustrated at times with
setbacks and what not, but it
will pass, you just need to make
a consistent effort to build that

bond with your dog. Put them
first and they will do the same
for you.”

Hello again everybody! Summer is in full swing! Hard to believe that at the end
of June some of us were getting excited about a certain hockey team winning
the Stanley Cup—in Summer! Congratulations Avs!
We are in the Dog Days of Summer. What does that mean? Well, they are
the hottest, most humid days of summer. Google tells us that in the US they
are July 3 – August 11. The Ancient Romans named this period after Sirius,
the Dog Star, the brightest constellation in Canis Major. This is when Sirius is
closest to the Sun. After August 11 we will start seeing Sirius in the night sky
again signaling the end of Dog Days.
It’s important to make sure our dogs stay comfortable and cool in these Dog
Days. There are a lot of great products available to help, like cooling gel dog
mats, or even vests with cooling gel in them to cool off our dogs. Getting
them a plastic child’s swimming pool is another great way to help them cool
off. Making extra sure you bring plenty of water on outings for your dog to
drink is crucial.
It is also very important to be aware of how hot the pavement is. Darker
asphalt will be much hotter than the lighter colored cement, but always test
the heat of the pavement with the back of your hand. If you can’t tolerate it
on your hand, you know it is too hot for your pups. Booties are a great way
to protect your dog’s feet in all seasons. Here is a great picture of Butters
showing off her new booties!
It’s also important to learn the signs of
heatstroke in your dog. According to the
American Kennel Club website here are early
signs of heat stroke in dogs: “Early signs of
heatstroke include: heavy panting and rapid
breathing, excessive drooling, dry mucous
membranes, bright red gums and tongue, skin
hot to the touch, and a higher heart rate.
Affected dogs become hyperactive and may
have difficulty maintaining balance,” https://www.akc.org/expertadvice/health/heatstroke-in-dogs/. For prevention AKC also writes: “Our
dogs live to please us, and if we ask them to jog or hike or play catch, they’ll
do it with enthusiasm – even on the hottest days. So it’s up to you to keep
the weather in mind and limit the time your dog exercises when the
temperature soars. Choose cooler times of day for play or training sessions.
Always provide plenty of cool fresh water, shade, and frequent rest periods
when it’s hot. And never leave your dog in the car – he may miss you, but
he’ll be better off waiting for you at home.” I couldn’t have said it better
myself!

MORE CLIENT HIGHLIGHTS

DOG FOOD AND OTHER THINGS THAT SHOULD OR SHOULDN’T GO IN A
DOG’S MOUTH

Congratulations to Alyssa and

We spend a lot of time trying to figure out what our dogs should and
shouldn’t eat. There’s a great website that can help you compare dog foods
and figure out what to feed your dogs:
https://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/best-dog-foods/best-dry-dog-foods/.

Mags for passing both their
CGC and their Public
Assessment Test! Mags helps
Alyssa with deep pressure
therapy, medical alerting, and

crowd control. Her advice:
“Don’t give up! We had so
many struggles where Mags
was amazing one day but the
next day it was like starting all
over again. You may have to
change how you are training
them. Don’t put a timeline on
the training. When I relaxed my

timeline, our stress was
lowered, it helped with
bonding. Once I let her learn at
her pace training got easier.

This same website also had an interesting article about possibly needing to
rotate your dog’s food if they don’t have food allergies or food sensitivities:
https://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/frequently-asked-questions/diet-rotationfor-dogs/.
After you have figured out what your dog should eat, the next question of
course is what he shouldn’t eat. Xylitol is one of the big ones to avoid
because it is toxic to dogs. It is an artificial sweetener that can be found in
sugar-free chewing gum and some kinds of peanut butter, for example. It can
also be marketed as Birch Sugar. Below is the FDA (Food and Drug
Administration) article link to tell you more:
https://www.fda.gov/consumers/consumer-updates/paws-xylitol-itsdangerous-dogs.
Another item that is around our homes a lot more is marijuana or cannabis. It
is also toxic to dogs. Here is another helpful article to learn about the signs
and treatment of cannabis poisoning in dogs:

Because I can focus on Mags in

https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/marijuana-poisoning-in-dogs/,

public, I am not focusing on the

So how do you make sure your dog doesn’t eat things he’s not supposed to?
Management and lots and lots of training with the command “LEAVE IT!”

many other things I usually
worry about and I can navigate
places like the grocery store.

Even though they have

CUE OF THE QUARTER

graduated, they still train every

Leave it is probably the most important cue and behavior a dog can learn in

day working on skills to

their lifetime. It is one of the first things you must teach puppies so they can
learn how to get along in the
human world. Most people learn
very quickly how to dog proof their
home and yard to keep pups from
chewing and ingesting things they
shouldn’t. Unfortunately, there are
people who end up learning the
hard way when they must take
their dog to the emergency vet for
surgery for a blockage by a foreign object or their dog has ingested
something poisonous that makes them terribly ill. Those reasons above are
good motivation to always keep your dog on leash when out and about and
utilize a training tether in the home when you are working through problems
like counter surfing. Your pup needs to learn what he can and cannot put in

develop muscle memory.

his mouth. Like any other behavior, Leave It takes lots of practice with a variety of items/smells/exposures.
There are two parts to this cue and behavior. First, we want your dog to immediately Leave whatever IT is alone when
you cue them with “Leave It.” Second, with a lot of practice, your dog can learn an “auto” leave it where you don’t have
to cue them. One of the biggest downfalls, however, is that when a dog successfully scores that chicken off the counter,
that big jackpot makes them more likely to keep looking for instant rewards like that. Carefully controlling the
environment is crucial.
Another key component is consistency with your behavior. If you sometimes
allow sniffing and sometimes don’t, your dog will keep trying to pull towards
smells or items. For service dogs and therapy dogs, they can’t be pulling to smell
everything in the environment when they are working, which is why it is helpful
to put sniffing on cue with “Go Sniff.” That way they sniff on your terms and not
on their terms. Sniffing/processing smells is a very important
anxiety/mental/physical energy release—at least 30% of a dog’s brain is devoted
to processing smells, even more for scent dogs like bloodhounds. Allowing sniffy
walks is good for your dog. Try practicing 10 feet of loose leash walking in a heel,
then tell your pup, “Go sniff” and let them go sniff at a good patch of grass or
bushes. When they are done or when you are ready, tell them “Let’s Go” and
walk on, click/treating when they give up the sniff and walk nicely again. Don’t
let them pull you to the smell.
If your dog is struggling with “Leave It”, and let’s face it, it’s a tough thing to
teach, talk to your trainer on ways to go back to basics to re-introduce it and
build up to more and more advanced “leave it” exercises to help. Sometimes it is
just a matter of timing and being proactive--saying “Leave it” BEFORE they get to the item versus saying “Leave it”
when they are already there.

More words from our clients
This is from Eesha and her pup: “As I learn to recover and heal from my past, I found that normal tasks such as grocery shopping,
taking a walk, and eating at restaurants have become abnormally difficult. Rather than enjoy the productivity of being out and
accomplishing my “to do” lists or having a nice time to myself, I struggle to get out of bed or off the couch and when I do finally
summon the will power or courage to do so,
I’m confronted with my anxiety to be
around strangers. Having a Service Dog has
given me a reason to get up in the morning,
because nothing gets you up like a wet nose
in your eye or 60lbs plopping onto your
chest, telling you it’s time to take on the day.
My dog is a constant reminder that there’s
life to live and I can’t do that from the
confines of my home. As we’re out
practicing while I shop at Target or take a
walk around the block, I’m so focused on
our training and how he’s doing that I don’t
have time to worry about the world. In a
way, he is my world. He gives me the
confidence to go out and show myself that
every day is an opportunity, not a threat.
Interactions can be pleasant, not a danger.
My dog keeps me grounded just through his
existence and I’m extremely grateful for the
work he puts in for me, and for Cathy,
showing us how to be a team.”

EXERCISE OF THE QUARTER
Roll Over is another good exercise for a pup’s core muscles. It can also be very helpful when you need to check your
dog’s chest and belly for scratches, stickers, mats, or any other issue that can hide down there. And you always want to
teach them to roll over both ways to hit all the muscle groups in their core. Start with a comfortable rug, carpet, grass—
anywhere that would be comfortable for
them to lie on. Start them in a down and
lure them first onto one hip or the other
with flip or settle. Then continue to lure
their head over their back until they start
to roll over. Some pups may not be very
comfortable with this so you can
click/treat for even going onto their side. It
is also helpful to try this when they are
already relaxed and comfortable. Once the pup can do it, do it three times each direction.

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN TESTING TIPS
Dog-Dog Passes (thanks to Mel/Koba and Zoë/Butters for demo pictures below)
First, start at a distance where the dogs aren’t reacting
to each other—as far apart as it takes, even if it is across
the street! Practice walking back and forth, and if
necessary, pass with humans in between the dogs. Use
a high rate of reinforcement.
Next: try some circles with the dogs on the outside.
Thirdly: do some passes at the farthest distance your
dogs were successful and have the dogs on the inside.
Try circles where the dogs are on the inside now.
Once the above practice is going well, gradually lessen the distance. If
suddenly one or both dogs pull or react towards each other, then go
back to the distance where they were last successful and try to lessen
the distance even more gradually. Always end on a successful note.
It can also be helpful if one dog is in a sit
or down/stay while the other dog
practices calm passes, especially if the
movement of the other dog is too
exciting. The key is to practice the good behavior over and over, and if you can, use a
calm, neutral dog as your test dog at first. If the helper dog is more excited, then practice
at a greater distance. If you can first work with the calm, neutral dog and really get the
behavior you want from your pup consistent, then try to add different looking calm dogs,
before trying to add dogs with different energy levels.
Places to go to practice when you don’t have access to a person with a dog: scout out dog parks, regular parks like
Washington Park, and Pet Stores where you can see the dogs, but you can control the distance. Find that distance where
your dog sees them but is calm and work hard at that distance. Evenings and weekends when people take their dogs for
walks can be good times to practice passes, but once again, scout out a place to stand/work where you can control the
distance from the strange dogs.

Stranahan's Whiskey and Distillery will be hosting a
fundraiser for Faithfully K9 on
Friday, September 16th, from
5:00-8:00 p.m. featuring Cathy
and her friend Mike Ulery on
guitars and vocals. They will have
a signature drink, called the
Henry Butters, named after one
of our very own client dogs. It
would be great to see some
Henry Butters
familiar faces!
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Update on Fabiana and Belle
At age 8 months, Belle, along with her human, Fabiana, have passed their
Canine Good Citizen’s Test! Congratulations! When talking to Fabiana, she
said “it all seemed really daunting at first and I was really nervous. Sarah
really helped me feel like it’s not a big deal if we had to retake it. It took a lot
of practice at home, and I still second guessed us. I just went into it thinking
it’s just another day of practice and so it was a sweet surprise!”
For all of you clients who are really close to doing your CGC test—don’t
sweat it! Stay relaxed, do your best, and if you have to retake, not a big deal!
Consistency, repetition, and making it fun are important!
Thank you for sharing your experiences Fabiana and Belle! As trainers we are
constantly learning from each team and trying to pass on knowledge to help
future teams. By sharing your experiences, you are definitely paying it
forward! Good luck in future training!

Save your receipts! When filing your taxes, you can
include in medical expenses the costs of
maintaining a service animal. In general, this
includes any costs, such as food, grooming and
veterinary care, incurred in maintaining the health
and vitality of the service animal so that it may
perform its duties.

Many vet clinics offer discounts for veterans and
for service dogs, so be sure to ask.
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If you have a Flexible Spending Account (FSA), it
can be used for the purchase of a service dog, the
dog’s training, food, vest and veterinary costs. To
use your FSA for a service dog, your medical
professional must write a Letter of Medical
Necessity (LMN) declaring that the dog’s primary
function is for your health.

Cancellation Notice:
Please remember that if you cancel with less than 24 hours’ notice, you still owe your trainer their hourly training fee,
even if you are a Veteran or First Responder. Our trainers spend time preparing for your training sessions, try to line up
sessions back-to-back so they aren’t driving all over the Metro area and don’t have gaps in their day where they are
stuck not being able to do any work. It really causes problems with last minute cancellations. The only exception is
cancellation due to illness because we do want to be as safe as possible and not be the cause of spreading Covid or
other fun viruses floating around. We will also give you the same consideration. Thank you for understanding!
All articles written by Anne Burgess unless otherwise noted.

